BRESCIA UNIVERSITY
Application for Admission to Independent Study
Contract Course

Note: This is to be copied on green paper.

Date: __________________

Name: __________________________ Class Standing ___________________________

Address: __________________________ Phone: __________________________ Major: __________

Name of Course: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Cooperating Faculty (give all instructors' names if the course is interdisciplinary):

I. Write a paragraph giving reasons for wanting to engage in independent study.

II. Describe the content of the course in outline form. (Use a separate page if necessary.)
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III. Describe the expected outcomes of this course: the levels of achievement, intellectual and personal growth, etc.

IV. List in specific detail the means you propose to use in your research, study or project:

a. Bibliography (List only those books, tapes, records that you can prove are immediately available to you):

   ___________________________________________  ___________________________________________
   ___________________________________________  ___________________________________________
   ___________________________________________  ___________________________________________

b. Professional or skilled personnel (other than college staff) who have promised to aid you in your study (if applicable):

   Name                        Address
   ___________________________________________  ___________________________________________
   ___________________________________________  ___________________________________________
   ___________________________________________  ___________________________________________
   ___________________________________________  ___________________________________________
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V. What proof can you give that independent study will be more profitable for you than an organized class?

VI. How will the achievement in this course be tested and evaluated by you and your Independent Study Advisor? Written reports? Tests? Public examinations? Panel? Creative project? Other?

VII. a) How long do you expect to take to complete the course?
____________________________________________________________________________

b) How many times do you expect to meet your Independent Study Advisor?
____________________________________________________________________________

c) What do you expect to accomplish at these meetings?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

d) How many credits do you expect to earn? ________________________________

Upper or lower division? ____________________________________________________

Do you wish a letter grade? ________________________________________________

Pass/Fail? ________________________________________________________________